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PUNK IDEOLOGIES ARE A GROUP 
OF VARIED SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 
BELIEFS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PUNK
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SUBCULTURE AND PUNK ROCK. IN  
ITS ORIGINAL INCARNATION, THE PUNK 
SUBCULTURE ORIGINATED OUT OF 
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WORKING CLASS ANGST AND THE 
FRUSTRATIONS MANY YOUTH WERE 
FEELING ABOUT ECONOMIC 
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HYPOCRISY AND NEGLECT OF 
WORKING PEOPLE AND THEIR 
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TENETS WAS A REJECTION OF 
MAINSTREAM, CORPORATE MASS 
CULTURE AND ITS VALUES. 
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ANIMAL RIGHTS, DISABILITY 
RIGHTS, FREE-THOUGHT AND NON-
CONFORMITY. ONE OF ITS MAIN 
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OUT, ANTI-SEXISM, GENDER 
EQUALITY, RACIAL EQUALITY, 
HEALTH RIGHTS, CIVIL RIGHTS, 
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STRUGGLES. IT WAS PRIMARILY 
CONCERNED WITH CONCEPTS SUCH 
AS MUTUAL AID, AGAINST SELLING 
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IT CONTINUED TO EVOLVE ITS 
IDEOLOGY AS THE MOVEMENT 
SPREAD THROUGHOUT NORTH 
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AMERICA FROM ITS ORIGINS IN 
ENGLAND AND NEW YORK AND 
EMBRACE A RANGE OF ANTI-RACIST 
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AND ANTI-SEXIST BELIEF SYSTEMS. 
PUNK IDEOLOGIES ARE OFTEN LEFT-
WING AND GO AGAINST RIGHT-WING 
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AUTHORITARIAN IDEOLOGY. PUNK 
IDEOLOGIES ARE USUALLY EXPRESSED 
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PIRATE RADIO, OFF-GRID ENERGY, 
GRAFFITI, VANDALISM AND 
PROPERTY DESTRUCTION. 
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OR DEMONSTRATION DISRUPTION, 
POLITICAL VIOLENCE, ECOTAGE, 
STREET BARRICADES, SQUATTING, 
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PUNK FASHION, OR PUNK VISUAL ART. 
SOME PUNKS HAVE PARTICIPATED IN 
DIRECT ACTION, SUCH AS PROTEST 
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LYRICS, PUNK LITERATURE SUCH AS 
AMATEUR FANZINES, SPOKEN WORD 
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Punk ideologies are a group of varied 
social and political beliefs associated  
with the punk subculture and punk rock. 
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In its original incarnation, the punk 
subculture originated out of working class 
angst and the frustrations many
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youth were feeling about economic 
inequality and the bourgeois hypocrisy 
and neglect of working people 
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and their struggles. It was primarily 
concerned with concepts such as mutual 
aid, against sell ing out, egalitarianism, 
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a rejection of mainstream, corporate 
mass culture and its values. It continued 
to evolve its ideology as the movement 
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health rights, civil rights, animal rights, 
disability rights, free-thought and non-
conformity. One of its main tenets was 
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anti-conservatism, anti-globalisation, 
anti-gentrification, anti-racism, anti-
sexism, gender equality, racial equality, 
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humanitarianism, anti-authoritarianism, 
anti-consumerism, anti-corporatism, 
anti-war, decolonisation, 
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spread throughout North America  
from its origins in England and New  
York and embrace a range of anti-racist 
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and anti-sexist belief systems. Punk 
ideologies are often left-wing and go 
against right-wing authoritarian ideology. 
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Punk ideologies are usually expressed 
through punk rock music and lyrics, punk 
l iterature such as amateur fanzines, 
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spoken word performances or 
recordings, punk fashion, or punk visual 
art. Some punks have participated in 
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rural collective houses with held  
group funds in common. Punk fashion 
was originally an expression of 
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Indirect action through counter-
propaganda, protests or boycotts.  
They support and squat in urban and 
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squatting, pirate radio, off-grid energy, 
graffiti, vandalism and public and 
business property destruction. 
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direct action, such as protest or 
demonstration disruption, political 
violence, ecotage, street barricades, 
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nonconformity, as well as opposition to both mainstream culture and 
the status quo. Punk fashion often displays aggression, rebell ion, and 
individualism. Some punks wear accessories, clothing or have tattoos that 
express sociopolitical messages. They stage punk rock food drives such 
as D.O.A’s Unity for Freedom. Punk visual art also often includes political 
messages. Many punks wear second-hand clothing, partly as an 
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venues and distributors has developed. Some punk bands have chosen 
to break from this independent system and work within the established 
system of major labels. The do it yourself (DIY) ideal is common in the 
punk scene, especially in terms of music recording and distribution, 
concert promotion, and photocopying magazines, posters and flyers.  
The expression DIY was coined by commentators after the fact. 
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anti-consumerist statement. An attitude common in the punk subculture 
is the opposition to sell ing out, which refers to abandoning of one’s 
values and/or a change in musical style toward pop (e.g. electropop) and 
embracing anything in mainstream capitalist culture or more radio-friendly 
rock (e.g. pop rock) in exchange for wealth, status, or power. Sell ing out also 
has the meaning of adopting a more mainstream 
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 l ifestyle and ideology. The issue of authenticity is important in the punk 
subculture—the pejorative term ‘poseur’ is applied to those who try to 
associate with punk and adopt its stylistic attributes but are deemed not 
to share or understand the underlying core values or philosophy. Because 
anti-establishment attitudes are such an important part of the punk 
subculture, a network of independent record labels, 
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On religious issues, punk is mostly atheist or skeptic, but some punk 
bands are theist and have promoted religions or spirituality such as 
Christianity, Islam, Umbanda, the Rastafari movement, Neo-Paganism, 
Buddhism, Vedanta or Krishna. There is a complex and worldwide 
underground of punks committed to anarchism as a serious political 
ideology, sometimes termed “peace punks” or “anarcho-punks”.
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participation in class war-style activities, melee weapons and in  
extreme cases, bombings. Notable anarchist punk artists include:  
Aus-Rotten, Dave Insurgent, Crass, Subhumans (British band),  
Colin Jerwood, and Dave Dictor. In the 1980s, both straight edge 
hardcore punk in the United States and anarcho-punk in the United 
Kingdom became associated with animal rights. 
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While some well-known punk bands such as Sex Pistols and  
The Exploited had songs about anarchy, notably the Pistols’ Anarchy  
in the UK, they did not embrace anarchism as a disciplined ideology.  
As such, these bands are not considered part of the anarcho-punk 
scene. Anarcho-punks typically believe in direct action. Many anarcho-
punks are pacifists (e.g. Crass and Discharge) and therefore believe 
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in using non-violent means of achieving their aims. These include 
peaceful protest, squatting, legal graffiti, culture jamming, ecotage, 
freeganism, boycotting, civil disobedience, hacktivism and subvertising. 
Some anarcho-punks believe that violence or property damage is an 
acceptable way of achieving social change (e.g. Conflict). This manifests 
itself as rioting, illegal graffiti, vandalism, wire cutting, hunt sabotage, 
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Consequently, vegetarianism and veganism became a feature of the 
punk subculture. This association continues on into the 21st century, as 
evidenced by the prominence of vegan punk events such as Fluff Fest in 
Europe. Some punks claim to be non-political, such as the band Charged 
GBH and the singer G.G. All in, although some socio-political ideas have 
appeared in their lyrics. Some Charged GBH songs have discussed social 
issues, and a few have expressed anti-war views. G.G. All in expressed a 
vague desire to kil l the United States president and destroy the political 
system in his song Violence Now. Punk subgenres that are generally 
apolitical include: glam punk, psychobil ly, horror punk, punk pathetique, 
deathrock and pop punk. Many of the bands credited 
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Christian punk bands include Altar Boys, The Crucified, Five Iron Frenzy, 
Flatfoot 56, and pop-punk band MxPx, who earned a gold record in 
1998. A small number are conservative, rejecting leftist-anarchism, 
l iberalism, communism and socialism in favor of conservatism. Notable 
conservative punks include Johnny Ramone, Dee Dee Ramone, 
Forgotten Rebels, Bil ly Zoom, Joe Escalante, Bobby Steele, Duane 
Peters and Dave Smalley. Some Christian punk and hardcore bands 
have conservative political stances, in particular some of the NYHC 
bands. And Glenn Danzig. Riot grrrl is an underground feminist punk 
movement that began during the early 1990s within the United States 
in Olympia, Washington and the greater Pacific Northwest. 
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with starting the punk movement were decidedly apolitical, including 
The Dictators, Ramones (which featured staunch conservative Johnny 
Ramone alongside l iberal activist Joey Ramone), New York Dolls, 
Television, Johnny Thunders & The Heartbreakers, and Richard Hell 
& The Voidoids. Christian punk is a subgenre of punk rock with some 
degree of Christian lyrical content. Some Christian punk bands are 
associated with the Christian music industry, while others reject that 
association. Ideologies within Christian punk vary, though a number 
of bands lean towards traditional left-wing politics, most prominently 
Crashdog, Ballydowse and The Psalters, the latter two of whom 
identified as Christian anarchists. Further examples of notable 
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Riot grrrl is a subcultural movement that combines feminism, punk 
music and politics. It is often associated with third-wave feminism, 
which is sometimes seen as having grown out of the riot grrrl 
movement, and has recently been seen in current fourth-wave 
feminist punk music. Riot grrrl bands often address issues such 
as rape, domestic abuse, sexuality, racism, patriarchy, classism, 
anarchism and female empowerment. Primary bands associated with 
the movement include Bikini Kil l, Bratmobile, Heavens to Betsy, Excuse 
17, Huggy Bear, Skinned Teen, Emily’s Sassy Lime and Sleater-Kinney, 
as well as queercore groups such as Team Dresch and the Third Sex. 
The Fil ipino punk band The Wuds which was formed in the 
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early 1980s is the first known punk band who composed songs 
dedicated to Hare Krishna movement. In the 1990s, some notable 
members of the New York hardcore scene, including Ray Cappo 
(Youth of Today, Shelter and other bands), John Joseph (Cro-Mags) 
and Harley Flanagan (Cro-Mags) converted to Hare Krishna. This led 
to a trend within the Western hardcore scene that became known 
as Krishnacore. Taqwacore is a punk subgenre centred on Islam, its 
culture and its interpretation. The Taqwacore scene is composed 
mainly of young Muslim artists living in the United States and other 
Western countries, many of whom openly reject traditionalist 
interpretations of Islam. There is no definitive Taqwacore sound, 
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Libertarian (or right-libertarian) punks advocate free market 
capitalism, a minimal government and private ownership of 
property. Joe Young of the band Antiseen, Exene Cervenka, 
Krist Novoselic founding member of Nirvana and Mojo Nixon 
have expressed support for libertarianism. Though originally a 
conservative, Michale Graves has shifted towards libertarianism 
in recent years. Nazi punks have a white nationalist ideology that 
is closely related to that of white power skinheads. Ian Stuart 
Donaldson and his band Skrewdriver are credited with popularising 
white power rock and hatecore (for its hateful lyrical themes),  
or Rock Against Communism. Nazi punks are different 
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and some bands incorporate styles including hip-hop, techno, and/
or musical traditions from the Muslim world. Examples of Muslim 
punk bands include Alien Kulture, The Kominas and Secret Trial Five. 
Liberal punks were in the punk subculture from the beginning, and 
are mostly on the liberal left. Notable liberal punks (second wave, 
mid-1990s to 2000s) include: Joey Ramone, Fat Mike of NOFX, 
Ted Leo, Billie Joe Armstrong of Green Day, Crashdog, Dropkick 
Murphys, Hoxton Tom McCourt, Jared Gomes of Hed PE, Tim 
Armstrong of Rancid and Tim McIlrath of Rise Against. Some punks 
participated in the Rock Against Bush movement in the mid-2000s, 
in support of the Democratic Party candidate John Kerry. 
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from early punks such as Sid Vicious and Siouxsie Sioux, who are 
believed to have incorporated Nazi imagery such as Swastikas for 
shock or comedy value. Centring on a belief in the abject lack of 
meaning and value to life, nihilism was a fixture in some early punk 
rock and protopunk. Sex Pistols were central to the association 
of punk and nihilsm, with the Trouser Press Record Guide writing 
that their “confrontational, nihilistic public image and rabidly nihilistic 
socio-political lyrics set the tone that continues to guide punk bands”. 
However, researcher Neil Eriksen argues that though “much of the 
critical realism [of punk rock] expresses cynicism and nihilism, it does 
serve to question existing relations in such a way that 

Fiction Extra Bold 9pt
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l isteners are forced to think about what is being said”, so that overt rejection of meaning is primarily 
concerned with challenging existing values. The Situationist International (SI) was an early influence on 
punk subculture in the United Kingdom. Started in continental Europe in the 1950s, the SI was an avant-
garde political movement that sought to recapture the ideals of surrealist art and use them to construct 
new and radical social situations. Malcolm McLaren introduced situationist ideas to punk through his 
management of the band Sex Pistols. Vivienne Westwood, McLaren’s partner and the band’s designer/
stylist, expressed situationist ideals through fashion that was intended to provoke a specific social 
response. 15% Pus and DUST, subversive 1990s Manchester bands, staged psycho-geographic walks 
around Hulme and created human collages from road signs as part of what became known as ’psycho-
spectre.’ Jamie Reid’s distinctive album cover artwork was openly situationist. The Clash were a blatantly 
political punk rock band, introducing socialism to the punk scene. Clash frontman Joe Strummer said of 
his socialist views “I believe in socialism because it seems more humanitarian, rather than every man for 
himself and ‘I’m alright, Jack’ and all those asshole businessmen with all the loot. I made up my mind from 
viewing society from that angle. That’s where I’m from and there’s where I’ve made my decisions from. 
That’s why I believe in socialism”. Some of the original Oi! bands expressed a rough form of socialist 
working class populism—often mixed with patriotism. Many Oi! bands sang about unemployment,  
economic inequality, working class power and police harassment. In the 1980s, several notable 
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The Clash occasionally accused other contemporary punk acts of sell ing out, such as in their songs 
(White Man) In Hammersmith Palais and Death or Glory. Crass’s song White Punks on Hope criticizes 
the late-1970s British punk scene in general and, among other things, accuses Joe Strummer of sell ing 
out and betraying his earlier principles. Their song Punk is Dead attacks corporate co-option of the 
punk subculture. Dead Kennedys frontman Jello Biafra wrote many songs, such as Nazi Punks Fuck Off, 
criticizing aspects of the punk subculture: “Punk ain’t no religious cult. Punk means thinking for yourself. 
You ain’t hardcore cos you spike your hair…” Misfits frontman Michale Graves, who cofounded the 
Conservative Punk website, argued that punks have become “hippies with mohawks”. However, he has 
since distanced himself from conservatism. The English Maoist organisation, the Progressive Cultural 
Association published a tract called Punk Rock is Fascist, which says punk rock is part of a reactionary 
plot to spread fascism by diverting youth’s energy away from revolutionary activities. They also claim 
punk acts as part of the divide and rule stratagem of American imperialism by creating both a Generation 
gap and pitting youth against each other. One of its founders, the classical composer, Cornelius Cardew, 
called The Clash “Reactionary”. In their book The Rebel Sell, Joseph Heath and Andrew Potter argue that 
counterculture politics have failed, and that the punk understanding of society is flawed. They also argue 
that alternative and mainstream lifestyles ultimately have the same values. Punk ideologies are a group  
of varied social and political beliefs associated with the punk subculture and punk rock. 
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British socialist punk musicians were involved with Red Wedge. Notable socialist punks include: Attila 
the Stockbroker, Bil ly Bragg, Bruce La Bruce, Garry Bushell (until the late 1980s), Chris Dean, Gary Floyd, 
Jack Grisham, Stewart Home, Dennis Lyxzén, Thomas Mensforth, Fermin Muguruza, Alberto Pla, Tom 
Robinson, Seething Wells, Paul Simmonds, Rob Tyner, Joe Strummer, Ian Svenonius, Mark Steel and  
Paul Weller (guitarist for British powerhouse, new wave band, The Jam). Neil Eriksen wrote in 1980:  
“…we feel that elements of punk rock fulfi l l a revolutionary cultural function”. Straight edge originated in 
the Washington, D.C. hardcore punk scene with the Minor Threat song Straight Edge written by frontman 
Ian MacKaye and guitarist Brian Baker. Straight edge involves abstaining from alcohol, tobacco, and 
recreational drug use. Some who claim the title straight edge also abstain from caffeine, casual sex and 
meat. Those more strict individuals may be considered part of the hardline subculture. Unlike the shunning 
of meat and caffeine, refraining from casual sex was without question a practice in the original straight 
edge l ifestyle, but it has been overlooked in many of the later reincarnations of straight edge. For some, 
straight edge is a simple l ifestyle preference, but for others it is a political stance. In many cases, it is a 
rejection of the perceived self-destructive qualities of punk and hardcore culture. MacKaye has often 
spoken out against others labeling themselves as being Straight edge, which was never his intention for  
it to be a label, but it became a movement, which he became annoyed with. Notable straight edgers:  
Tim McIlrath, CM Punk and Davey Havok. Punk ideologies have been criticized from outside and within. 
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In its original incarnation, the punk subculture originated out of working class angst and the frustrations 
many youth were feeling about economic inequality and the bourgeois hypocrisy and neglect of working 
people and their struggles. It was primarily concerned with concepts such as mutual aid, against sell ing 
out, egalitarianism, humanitarianism, anti-authoritarianism, anti-consumerism, anti-corporatism, anti-war, 
decolonization, anti-conservatism, anti-globalization, anti-gentrification, anti-racism, anti-sexism, gender 
equality, racial equality, health rights, civil rights, animal rights, disability rights, free-thought and non-
conformity. One of its main tenets was a rejection of mainstream, corporate mass culture and its values. 
It continued to evolve its ideology as the movement spread throughout North America from its origins in 
England and New York and embrace a range of anti-racist and anti-sexist belief systems. Punk ideologies 
are often left-wing and go against right-wing authoritarian ideology. Punk ideologies are usually expressed 
through punk rock music and lyrics, punk literature such as amateur fanzines, spoken word performances 
or recordings, punk fashion, or punk visual art. Some punks have participated in direct action, such as 
protest or demonstration disruption, political violence, ecotage, street barricades, squatting, pirate radio, 
off-grid energy, graffiti, vandalism and public and business property destruction. Indirect action through 
counter-propaganda, protests or boycotts. They support and squat in urban and rural collective houses 
with held group funds in common. Punk fashion was originally an expression of nonconformity, as well as 
opposition to both mainstream culture and the status quo. 
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Punk fashion often displays aggression, rebellion, and individualism. Some punks wear accessories, 
clothing or have tattoos that express sociopolitical messages. They stage punk rock food drives 
such as D.O.A’s Unity for Freedom. Punk visual art also often includes political messages. Many punks 
wear second-hand clothing, partly as an anti-consumerist statement. An attitude common in the punk 
subculture is the opposition to selling out, which refers to abandoning of one’s values and/or a change 
in musical style toward pop (e.g. electropop) and embracing anything in mainstream capitalist culture or 
more radio-friendly rock (e.g. pop rock) in exchange for wealth, status, or power. Selling out also has the 
meaning of adopting a more mainstream lifestyle and ideology. The issue of authenticity is important in 
the punk subculture—the pejorative term poseur is applied to those who try to associate with punk and 
adopt its stylistic attributes but are deemed not to share or understand the underlying core values or 
philosophy.Because anti-establishment attitudes are such an important part of the punk subculture, a 
network of independent record labels, venues and distributors has developed. Some punk bands have 
chosen to break from this independent system and work within the established system of major labels. 
The do it yourself (DIY) ideal is common in the punk scene, especially in terms of music recording and 
distribution, concert promotion, and photocopying magazines, posters and flyers. The expression DIY 
was coined by commentators after the fact. On religious issues, punk is mostly atheist or skeptic, but 
some punk bands are theist and have promoted religions or spirituality such as Christianity, 
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Some punks claim to be non-political, such as the band Charged GBH and the singer G.G. Allin, 
although some socio-political ideas have appeared in their lyrics. Some Charged GBH songs have 
discussed social issues, and a few have expressed anti-war views. G.G. Allin expressed a vague 
desire to kill the United States president and destroy the political system in his song Violence Now. 
Punk subgenres that are generally apolitical include: glam punk, psychobilly, horror punk, punk 
pathetique, deathrock and pop punk. Many of the bands credited with starting the punk movement 
were decidedly apolitical, including The Dictators, Ramones (which featured staunch conservative 
Johnny Ramone alongside liberal activist Joey Ramone), New York Dolls, Television, Johnny 
Thunders & The Heartbreakers, and Richard Hell & The Voidoids. Christian punk is a subgenre of 
punk rock with some degree of Christian lyrical content. Some Christian punk bands are associated 
with the Christian music industry, while others reject that association. Ideologies within Christian 
punk vary, though a number of bands lean towards traditional left-wing politics, most prominently 
Crashdog, Ballydowse and The Psalters, the latter two of whom identified as Christian anarchists. 
Further examples of notable Christian punk bands include Altar Boys, The Crucified, Five Iron 
Frenzy, Flatfoot 56, and pop-punk band MxPx, who earned a gold record in 1998. A small number 
are conservative, rejecting leftist-anarchism, liberalism, communism and socialism in favor of 
conservatism. Notable conservative punks include Johnny Ramone, Dee Dee Ramone, 
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Islam, Umbanda, the Rastafari movement, Neo-Paganism, Buddhism, Vedanta or Krishna. There is a 
complex and worldwide underground of punks committed to anarchism as a serious political ideology, 
sometimes termed “peace punks” or “anarcho-punks”. While some well-known punk bands such as 
Sex Pistols and The Exploited had songs about anarchy, notably the Pistols’ Anarchy in the UK, they 
did not embrace anarchism as a disciplined ideology. As such, these bands are not considered part 
of the anarcho-punk scene. Anarcho-punks typically believe in direct action. Many anarcho-punks are 
pacifists (e.g. Crass and Discharge) and therefore believe in using non-violent means of achieving their 
aims. These include peaceful protest, squatting, legal graffiti, culture jamming, ecotage, freeganism, 
boycotting, civil disobedience, hacktivism and subvertising. Some anarcho-punks believe that violence 
or property damage is an acceptable way of achieving social change (e.g. Conflict). This manifests 
itself as rioting, illegal graffiti, vandalism, wire cutting, hunt sabotage, participation in class war-style 
activities, melee weapons and in extreme cases, bombings. Notable anarchist punk artists include: 
Aus-Rotten, Dave Insurgent, Crass, Subhumans (British band), Colin Jerwood, and Dave Dictor. In the 
1980s, both straight edge hardcore punk in the United States and anarcho-punk in the United Kingdom 
became associated with animal rights. Consequently, vegetarianism and veganism became a feature 
of the punk subculture. This association continues on into the 21st century, as evidenced by the 
prominence of vegan punk events such as Fluff Fest in Europe. 
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Forgotten Rebels, Billy Zoom, Joe Escalante, Bobby Steele, Duane Peters and Dave Smalley.  
Some Christian punk and hardcore bands have conservative political stances, in particular some 
of the NYHC bands, and Glenn Danzig. Riot grrrl is an underground feminist punk movement that 
began during the early 1990s within the United States in Olympia, Washington and the greater Pacific 
Northwest. Riot grrrl is a subcultural movement that combines feminism, punk music and politics. 
It is often associated with third-wave feminism, which is sometimes seen as having grown out of 
the riot grrrl movement, and has recently been seen in current fourth-wave feminist punk music. 
Riot grrrl bands often address issues such as rape, domestic abuse, sexuality, racism, patriarchy, 
classism, anarchism and female empowerment. Primary bands associated with the movement 
include Bikini Kill, Bratmobile, Heavens to Betsy, Excuse 17, Huggy Bear, Skinned Teen, Emily’s Sassy 
Lime and Sleater-Kinney, as well as queercore groups such as Team Dresch and the Third Sex. The 
Filipino punk band The Wuds which was formed in the early 1980s is the first known punk band who 
composed songs dedicated to Hare Krishna movement. In the 1990s, some notable members of the 
New York hardcore scene, including Ray Cappo (Youth of Today, Shelter and other bands), John 
Joseph (Cro-Mags) and Harley Flanagan (Cro-Mags) converted to Hare Krishna. This led to a trend 
within the Western hardcore scene that became known as Krishnacore. Examples of Muslim punk 
bands include Alien Kulture, The Kominas and Secret Trial Five. 
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Ğ Ǧ Ġ Ģ � Ĥ Ħ Ì Í Î Ĩ Ï Ī Ĭ İ Į Ị Ĳ Ĵ � Ķ Ĺ Ľ Ļ Ŀ Ł Ń Ň Ñ Ņ Ŋ Ɲ Ò Ó
Ô Õ Ö Ō Ŏ Ő Ọ Ø Ǿ Œ Ŕ Ř � Ś Z Š Ś Ŝ Ş Ș Ť Ţ Ț Ŧ Ù Ú Û Ũ Ü
Ū Ŭ Ů Ű Ụ Ų Ẁ Ẃ Ŵ Ẅ Ỳ Ý Ŷ Ỹ Ÿ Ȳ Ź Ž Ż ẞ Ə Þ à á â ä ā ă ã
å ǻ ą ạ æ ǽ ć č ċ ç ď đ ð è é ê ě ẽ ë ē ĕ ė ę ẹ ǧ ğ ġ ģ � ħ ı ì í î ĩ
ï ī ĭ ¡ ị į ĳ ȷ � ĵ ĸ ķ ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł ń ň ñ ņ ŋ ɲ ò ó ô õ ö ō ŏ ő ọ ø ǿ œ ŕ ř ŗ ś
ŝ š ş ș ţ ț ť ŧ ù ú û ũ ü ū ŭ ű ů ụ ų ẁ ẃ ŵ ẅ ỳ ý ŷ ỹ ÿ ȳ ź ž ż ə þ
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Technical specimenFiction

Release notes

Originally designed for Formist’s Ficciones Typografika publication, Fiction 
is just that: a fiction, a distortion, an imposter. Mark Gowing originated the 
concept to automate a new typeface from the bones of three beloved 
classics. As a result, Fiction is essentially generative. That is to say, no letters 
have been manually drawn, spaced or kerned in the making of these fonts. 
Born out of a punk ethos, Fiction was created as both a homage, and a 
challenge, to the established sans-serif status quo. It is a response to the 
recent proliferation of neutral sans-serifs, along with the desire for the type 
to be simply more conceptually neutral than anything previously existing. 

In order for Gowing to execute his concept, the basis of the 
typeface was created by interpolating the averaged centre line of the 
three mainstays of modernist sans-serif type: Akzidenz-Grotesk (Hermann 
Berthold, 1898), Helvetica (Max Miedinger, 1957) and Univers (Adrian 
Frutiger, 1957). The resulting centre line was then used as the spine of 
each glyph, with varying stroke widths applied to create the desired type 
weights. The proportions of these three type titans provided a skeleton 
onto which a new flesh was grown. 

Despite Gowing’s conceptual intentions toward neutrality, Fiction 
emerges with character. The letterforms stand uncorrected, without the 
presence of any optical enhancements. However it is this lack of correction 
that creates Fiction’s own unique character, while its origins provide an 
uncanny familiarity.

The sixteen style Fiction family consists of a broad range of weights that 
vary progressively in their aesthetic, due to the arbitrary nature of the 
applied strokes. The stroke-based drawing technique creates a variety of 
character heights that are aligned on the centre of each stroke, rather than 
the baseline, x-height and cap-height. This creates unorthodox and unique 
typographic outcomes that will vary in subtlety depending on the chosen 
type weight and size.

At text sizes Fiction feels familiarly utilitarian and sets in very much the 
same way as its contemporaries—it is reliable and legible in most situations. 
The Hairline and Thin weights may be too fine to be used at small sizes, but 
work exceptionally well at headline and display sizes. At these larger sizes 
the type comes alive and exhibits its idiosyncratic character. The Extra Bold 
is the most exaggerated in its form and is particularly varied in the character 
heights, but it has a playful wiggle that is also excellent for headlines. 

Overall the punk feel of Fiction can be used to create a unique 
typographic tone that honours and recycles our cultural heritage.

Usage notes

Styles included in family

Fiction Hairline
Fiction Hairline Oblique
Fiction Thin
Fiction Thin Oblique
Fiction Extra Light
Fiction Extra Light Oblique
Fiction Light
Fiction Light Oblique
Fiction Regular
Fiction Regular Oblique
Fiction Medium
Fiction Medium Oblique
Fiction Bold
Fiction Bold Oblique
Fiction Extra Bold
Fiction Extra Bold Oblique

Features

Sixteen styles

Language Support

Abenaki, Afaan Oromo, Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Amis, Anuta, Aragonese, Aranese, Aromanian, Arrernte, Arvanitic (Latin), Asturian, Atayal, Aymara, 
Azerbaijani, Bashkir (Latin), Basque, Belarusian (Latin), Bemba, Bikol, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Cape Verdean Creole, Catalan, Cebuano, Chamorro, Chavacano, 
Chichewa, Chickasaw, Cimbrian, Cofán, Cornish, Corsican, Creek, Crimean Tatar (Latin), Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dawan, Delaware, Dholuo, Drehu, Dutch, 
English, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, Folkspraak, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gagauz (Latin), Galician, Ganda, Genoese, German, Gikuyu, Gooniyandi, 
Greenlandic (Kalaallisut), Guadeloupean Creole, Gwich’in, Haitian Creole, Hän, Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hopi, Hotcąk (Latin), Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Igbo, Ilocano, 
Indonesian, Interglossa, Interlingua, Irish, Istro-Romanian, Italian, Jamaican, Javanese (Latin), Jèrriais, Kaingang, Kala Lagaw Ya, Kapampangan (Latin), Kaqchikel, 
Karakalpak (Latin), Karelian (Latin), Kashubian, Kikongo, Kinyarwanda, Kiribati, Kirundi, Klingon, Kurdish (Latin), Ladin, Latin, Latino sine Flexione, Latvian, Lithuanian, 
Lojban, Lombard, Low Saxon, Luxembourgish, Maasai, Makhuwa, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Māori, Marquesan, Megleno-Romanian, Meriam Mir, Mirandese, 
Mohawk, Moldovan, Montagnais, Montenegrin, Murrinh-Patha, Nagamese Creole, Nahuatl, Ndebele, Neapolitan, Ngiyambaa, Niuean, Noongar, Norwegian, Novial, 
Occidental, Occitan, Onĕipŏt, Oshiwambo, Ossetian (Latin), Palauan, Papiamento, Piedmontese, Polish, Portuguese, Potawatomi, Q’eqchi’, Quechua, Rarotongan, 
Romanian, Romansh, Rotokas, Sami (Inari Sami), Sami (Lule Sami), Sami (Northern Sami), Sami (Southern Sami), Samoan, Sango, Saramaccan, Sardinian, Scottish 
Gaelic, Serbian (Latin), Seri, Seychellois Creole, Shawnee, Shona, Sicilian, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Slovio (Latin), Somali, Sorbian (Lower Sorbian), Sorbian 
(Upper Sorbian), Sotho (Northern), Sotho (Southern), Spanish, Sranan, Sundanese (Latin), Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok Pisin, Tokelauan, 
Tongan, Tshiluba, Tsonga, Tswana, Tumbuka, Turkish, Turkmen (Latin), Tuvaluan, Tzotzil, Uzbek (Latin), Venetian, Vepsian, Volapük, Võro, Wallisian, Walloon, 
Waray-Waray, Warlpiri, Wayuu, Welsh, Wik-Mungkan, Wiradjuri, Wolof, Xavante, Xhosa, Yapese, Yindjibarndi, Zapotec, Zarma, Zazaki, Zulu, Zuni

Fiction is a trademark of Formist, which may be registered in certain jurisdictions.
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